Train for Peace Corps During Spring Semester

Harvard-Radcliffe Peace Corps Internship Program will be accepting 24 seniors from Boston area colleges to begin academic year training in February for Senegal and Chad. On-the-job training overseas begins end of June. If interested in teaching math/science in Chad or community development in Senegal stop by the Peace Corps office, Agassiz House, Radcliffe Yard, or call 664-8100, ext. 3604 or 3608. If no answer, call Lee Epstein, ext. 3657. Application deadline Feb. 13.

GSC decrtes occupation actions

(Continued from page 1) ing, vandalism, and threats of physical violence against members of the MIT community are inconsistent with the accepted standards of the academic community.

The Graduate Student Council unanmously (24 hours of action) performed at MIT by members and non-members of the MIT community during the week of February 13 through 17, 1970:
1) The delivery of an ultimatum to the MIT administration.
2) The burning of a pipe through a window of the house of President Howard Johnson.
3) The breaking down of the door to the presidents' office (with a battering ram).
4) The malicious and wanton destruction of property within the offices of Corporation in Building 3. Hayakawa, president of the Student Union, authorized tenure. Also, in- vestigations were performed on the-fly, and the TPF charged repeatedly. Thirty-one people were arrested.
5) The disruption of two classes by students who in each case threatened the professor involved.
6) Theft and conversion of documents taken from files.
7) The breaking and entering into the Office of the President, and the malicious destruction of property within the Offices of the Corporation is outside the bounds of acceptable dissent in the MIT community.
8) The destruction of by students against students but confirms that civil action against all identifiable participants, in the above action—both students and non-students—is the proper course of action for the Institute.

RADICALS HIT BU, NU

By Bruce Schwartz

Unrest at two local universities, Northeastern and BU, cropped up in the Boston news while you were away.

At Northeastern, 2000 students and members of the Student Union gathered in front of Administration Building last December to protest against the administration's refusal to give the union the right to bargain. The demonstration was organized by the Boston Student Council, which is planning to go to court in an attempt to force the administration to recognize the union.

At BU, the administration fired Professor Frank Fleishmann over their parts in the occupation of the MIT administration building last December. BU's student union called for a strike of classes on February 23 and 24th. BU students are currently planning a protest against the administration's refusal to give the students the right to bargain.
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Come as you are!
FEBRUARY 23, 1970

Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop Corps recruiter. This could be the start of something big.

And just what is the Bethlehem Steel Loop Corps? Glad you asked! It's our management development program for graduates with technical or advanced degrees.

Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in Bethlehem, Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go, they report to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then, onward and upward!

Where would YOU fit into the Loop Corps? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**—Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel and combustion departments. Supervision of production operations. Marine engineering assignments in shipbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research.

**METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING**—Metallurgical departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations. Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling mills. Also: Research or Sales.

**CHEMICAL ENGINEERS**—Technical and supervisory positions in chemical plants. Fuel and combustion departments. Including production of by-product chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments, including responsibility for operation and maintenance of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and general supervision of departments. Steelmaking operations. Also: Research or Sales.

**INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING**—Positions in steel plants, fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating operations. Also: Sales.

**CIVIL ENGINEERING**—Fabricated Steel Construction assignments in engineering, field erection, or works management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in engineering, construction, and maintenance. Supervision of production operations. Sales Department assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to architects and engineers).

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**—Steel plant, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Electrical engineering, construction, and maintenance departments. Technical and supervisory positions in large production operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.

**MINING ENGINEERING**—Our Mining Department operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most modern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man activity offers unlimited opportunities—to mining engineering, construction, and maintenance departments. Also: Research.

**NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS**—Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Technical Division, our design and engineering organization.

**OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES**—Every year we recruit loopers with technical degrees other than those listed above. Students enrolled in such curricula are encouraged to sign up for an interview.

**ACCOUNTANTS**—Graduates in accounting or business administration (with a minimum of 24 hours of accounting are preferred) are recruited for training in technical assignments in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.

**OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES**—Graduates with degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department. Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill openings in steel plant operations and other departments.

KENDALL BARBER SHOP
KENDALL BUILDING
238 MAIN ST.
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

8 to 5:30
491-8189
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